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o. Introduction. 
Let G be a real reductive Lie group of the Harish-Chandra 
class, T an involution of G, and H an open subgroup of 
G t: ::: { x € G; 
-r- {x) = x} • Then G has a 1: -stable maximal 
compact subgroup K {see Section 1). 
In the harmonic analysis on the reductive symmetric space 
G/H, one often encount~rs K-finite functions annihilated by 
a cofinite ideal of the algebra ID(G/H) of invariant differential 
operators on G/H. Such functions arise in a natural way as 
matrix coefficients of K-f'inite vectors and H-fixed distribution 
vectors 0£ admissible representations {see e.g. (14] , [151, 
[2) ), or as K-finite functions in L2-realizations of discrete 
series representations (c:r. [6) , [13] , f2] ). 
It is to be expected that the asymptotic behaviour of such 
functions plays a fundamental role in the harmonic analysis on 
G/H. This is for instance true in the group case, where G is 
the direct product of' a reductive group 'G of Harish ... Chandra's 
class with itself', H the diagonal in 'G >C 'G, and K = 'K. x 'K 
with 1 K a maximal compact subgroup o:f 'G. Then G/H~'G and 
D(G/H)~ *S, the centre o:f the universal enveloping algebra 
of 'G. In this case, a detailed knowledge o:f the asymptotic 
behaviour of' • ,3 -f'ini te and 'K x 'K-:fini te :fwictions on 'G is 
one of' the essentials in Harish-Chandra's derivation of' the 
Plancherel formula :for •G. Harish-Chandra started the general 
study o:f such :functions and the di:fferential equations satis-
" 
:fied by them in two unpublished papers [7] and [8] • Later 
on this material was made more accessible by Casselman and 
Milici6 (3] who used ideas o:f Deligne {4] on systems o:f 
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differential equations with regular singularities. A different 
approach was followed by Wallach [19] • 
In this paper we study the asymptotic behaviour of ~(G/H)­
finite and K-finite functions on G/H (in fact we also deal 
with the more general case of ~ -finite and K-finite H-spherical 
functions en G). As it turns out, the methods of f8] and I3) 
apply very well .to our situation. 
In all directions to infinity the asymptotic behaviour can be 
described by converging series expansions similar to those in 
the group case. 
There exists a simple relation between leading exponents 
and LP-integrability properties (see Section 9). However, in 
the present case it is necessary to take leading exponents 
arising from expansions in different Weyl chambers into 
account (cf. Theorem 9.4), whereas in the group case all 
growth behaviour is governed by the leading exponents 
corresponding to a single chamber. 
In Section 10 we introduce a space of rapidly decreasing 
functions on G/H which generalizes Harish-Chandra's Schwartz 
space. As an application of the preceding sections we then prove 
that every ID(G/H)-finite and K-finite function belongs to 
this Schwartz space if and only if it belongs to L2 (G/H) 
(Theorem 10&)). This generalizes a well known result of 
Harish-Chandra [9] • 
Having later applications involving parabolic induction 
in mind we present the material for a group G of the Harish-
Chandra class. Sections 1 and 2 deal with the basic structure 
theory of the corresponding reductive symmetric spaces. 
Often proofs would have been essentially identical to 
those of analogous results in [3] • Therefore our paper 
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contains many references to proofs in that paper, and we have 
followed the presentation of [3] rather closely, using the 
same notations where possible. On the other hand, we have 
tried to keep this paper self-contained by not referring to 
[3] for notations or definitions. 
If G is a group of cl.ass 1t , T an involution of G, 
B a closed subgroup with (GT) 0 c H c G~ we call. the 
homogeneous space G/H a symmetric space of the Harish-Cha.ndra 
cl.ass (cl.ass 'J{ ). For the basic structure theory of groups of 
Cl.ass 'H II We refer the reader to [ J.8 t pp,. J.92-198 J ., 
Proposition 1 .. 1. Let G be a group of class }l, t:",H 
as above., Then G carries a Cartan invol.ution .. . 
Proof. Let X(G) denote the space of continuous multiplicative 
homomorphisms G ~ uf = lR\ i~, an.d put 
Let C be the centre of the Lie algebra OJ of G, 0 OJ the Lie 
al.gebra of 0 G, and set 0 c = o°(J n t • Because r is an automorphi1m1, 
0 it I.eaves G invariant. The associated infinitesimal involution, 
0 0 denoted by the same symbol. T 11 leaves OJ, ( and ( invariant. If 
we .let 1<>- and °l denote the +l and ... 1 eigenspaces of "t' in OJ 
respectively, we have decompositions 1:. = ~h E& (q and 
subspaces V' + and 1'" of 
:(n~ 11 {q :::tC\<3_, etc. 
( h and t q such that 
0 ( = [ E&lt q q ... 
Fix linear 
and put ~ = 2'" Eb 1" e Then r = 0 ;( Et~ II and so v = exp1" is + ... 
a -C-stabl.e max:ima.l c.losed vector subgroup of oentre(G). 
On the other hand 9 since 't' l.eaves the semisimpl.e algebra 
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, 1 = t~,~] invariant, there exists a ~-stable maximal compact 
subal.gebra l 1 of OJi (c:f., f l]) .. Moreover, there exists a 
unique maximal compact subgroup K of G, whose Lie algebra 
contains .fc1 (ef .. [18, p .. 197, Thm12]) .. Finally, there exists 
a unique Cartan involution 8 of G such that G8 = K and 
0 (x) = x ... 1 for x e V $ We claim that 1:$ =er .,, In fact, -C (K) is 
a maximal compact subgroup of G, whose Lie algebra '(i) 
contains r(~1 ) = k1 .. Hence, by the uniqueness referred to 
above 9 T(K) = K., The infinitesimal Cartan involution 6 leaves 
( -e -e -e -e ~l and invariant, so that i:' = OJ = OJ1 €'.& '( = ~l $ »' " 
Theref'ore °p is "t-stable t hence exp f> is, whence the claim., 
Fina.ll.y II since T and e coomm. te' G i; and. ( G "'t') 0 are 
e -invariant, so that Gi; = (GTO K)exp(°j>n~) and (G~)o = 
[(Gr) 0 n K]exp(,11~) .. It :follows that [H:H0 ]' [G-r :(G"t) 0 ] ~ 
[G't'flK: (G1:') 0 n K]<oo (the l.atter by compactness o:f K) .. It 
a.lso :foll.ows that (Gt') 0 n K :!Ill (GT/'\ K) 0 , hence H0 o K = (HI\ K) 0 , 
and H = (H n K)e.xp("fo'9) .. In particular H = 0(H) .. 
From now on, let G be a group o:f c1ass ·j.t , r an invol.ution 
of G 9 and 9a commuting Cartan involution., Without further 
comments we will use the notations o:f the above proof in the 
sequel., Moreover 9 we fix a bilinear :form B on ~ which is 
negative definite on land positive definite on °ft coincides 
with the Killing f'orm on ~l and f'or which ~l and ( are ortho-
gonal. Then B is non-degenerate and Ad(G)-invariant .. 
(k,X 11 Y) ~ k expX expY is a diffeomorphism. 
Proo:f.. Since G ~ 0 G x V (cf' .. [ 18, p.,196 J ) , where 
V =:: exp('( n ~"OJ.) >e exp( { n ')<> n~), it suf'f'ices to prove the 
0 
assertion when G = G. In this case G = K G1 , where G1 is 
the connected analytic subgroup with Lie algebra q1 .. G being 
o:f class Je. , G1 is a closed subgroups moreover it is semisimp1e 
and has :finite centre .. Theref'ore the 1emma is va1id :for 
G1 (c:r .. [ !h proof' of' Thm 4.,1]), and it :fol.lows that 'f> is sur-
jective., On the other hand, if' k,k'EK, X,X'Ecipn'i, Y,Y'E°ft\~ 
and Cf (k,X, Y) = f(k' ,x•, Y'), then k"'"1k' € K 0 G1 and by the 
validity of' the 1emma :for G1 we deduce that k. = k', X :::: X', . 
Y = Y' .. Hence~ is injective. Final1y, by a standard ca1cu1ation 
one :finds that the di:ff'erential. of' 'f is everywhere injective, 
thereby completing the proof' .. 
Let '{} + be the +l. eigenspace of' -re in ~ .. Then 
Select a maximal abelian subspace Olpq of' '°P"OJ. ., Then 
O?..pq = {[OJ+' OJ+ln Glpq) ~ {centre(~+> n 1l ) .. 
From the corresponding :fact in the semisimp1e case it is 
immediate that the set ~ == .6(0J, Ol ) of' restricted roots of' pq 
Cl. in en. is a (possibl.y non-reduced) root system ( c:f., [J.6]). pq -o 
Since t'& = I on ot , every root space mf'J( ( o<t: A ) is pq f 
re -invariant, so that we have a corresponding decomposition 
into the +1 and -1 eigenspaces. Let 
.. 
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Then /). = 6 ( 01 , dl ) , the restricted root system of' dl. 
+ a+ " " 
in "J+ .. O:f course m.pq may be central in ~+, so that 
A+ = ·<}> .. We :fix a choice ~: o.f positive roots :for A+ (i.f 
= </:> , then A+ = c/> ) , and put 
+ 
(1ater on, it wi11 be technically more convenient to work with 
negative Weyl chambers).. Also, we let 
~ (H) F O :for a11 D<.<:A } , 
+ 
and A' = exp(O't • ) .. I:.f il = sl.S this is to be interpreted as pq + 6t;q = mpq = oipq• 
Proposition 1.J.. For every X€ ')'no.L there exists a unique 
YE cl ( ot. ;q) such that X = Ad(k)Y :for some k € Kn H0 .. 
Proo:f. Without loss o:f generality we may assume that 
G = 0 G, and then the same proof' as in [ 5, p .. 118] applies. 
porollaq 1 .. 4 (Cartan decomposition).. For every xE G there 
exists a unique ae cl (A""') such that 0 xeKaH • 
Proof'.. This :follows f'rom a straight:forward combination 
o:f Propositions 1 .. 2 and 1 .. 3 • 
.. 
Bef'ore stating the next result we introduce a :few more 
notations .. Let l be the centralizer of' di. i:n ot .. Since pq -, 
01. is invariant under 1: and e ' so is 1. ' and we have the pq 
decomposition 
.l = t kq EG Ikh E9 otpq Ee lph , 
where f = 1.n ~I) 1 , etc .. kq Put 
Then obvious.ly 
By the same proof' as in [ 2 , Prop., 3.4] , we al.so have 
Moreover, the maps ff. ;e .{k~{ 9 (X,U) 1-+ X + &X + U and 
fr. x !h--+ ~ 1 (x,u) ._ X + i:-X + U are easil.y seen to be bi-
jective. Using [2 11 Prop., 3.,5] 11 we now obtain the foll.owing., 
Proposition 1 .. 5 (infinitesimal Cartan decomposition). Let 
'?-' be the orthocomplement of .lkh :in 1q .. Then for every 
a EA' we have the direct sum decomposition 
Let M be the centralizer of 
mcMt. 
Ot in K I\ H, and put d(M) = 
pq 
Lemma 1 .. 6.. The map (K >C H0 )/d(M) " A- -..:,. G given by 
( (k,h)d(M), a) t--. kah-l 
(J.) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
is a diffeomorphism onto the open dense subset G' ... 0 = KA H of G. 
... 9 -
Proof. From Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 it easily :follows that 
G' equals the open dense subset Ke.xp(Ad(K n H0 ) Ot. ;q)e.xp( °f "°? ) 
o:f G .. 
To see that {4) is injective, suppose that kEK, a,beA-, 
h E H0 • Then it su:f:fi ces to show that kah ""1 = b implies 
k = h E !ii f\ H0 and a = b .. Now this is seen as :fol.lows. Write 
-1 . 0 ( 1...) h = h 1n2 , where h 1 €: Kn H , h 2 E exp "f>n .0 • Then by Proposition 
1.2 we have kh1 : lt 
representation o:f G0 
+ 
... 1 h 2= l, h 1 ah1 = b. Let Ad+ be the adjoint 
= (Kn H0 )exp( 1>"°1) in OJ+. Then it :follows 
that Ad (k} maps log( a) E <R- into Ol. • But m. is a Weyl. 
+ pq pq pq 
chamber f'or b. = ~ ( OI , at ) and so, by standard semi simple + -,+ pq 
theory applied to Ad (G0 }, it :follows that k centralizes m. • 
+ + pq 
0 Hence k = h E M n H and a = b .. 
0 ... Final.ly, :fix k e K 9 h E H , a E A , and consider the map 
{X,Y,Z) ~ k e.xp(X)a exp(Z)e.xp(y) h .. 
Then the di:f:ferential d~(o) o:f o/ at (o,o,o) is given by 
d'f(o)(u,v,w} 
where 4ka denotes left multiplication by ka, and rh right 
multiplication by h on G .. By Proposition 1 .. 5 this di:f:ferential 
is bijective. Consequently (4) has bijective di:f:ferential 
everywhere .. 
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2,, Invariant differential operators. 
In this section we have gathered a number of properties 
of the algebra ID(G/H) of invariant differential operators 
on G/H. For G semisimple and connected these resuLts 
are rather well known, but somewhat spread through the literature. 
Given a real Lie al.gebra b- , we .let u( b) denote the 
universal envel.oping algebra of its complexification b • 
c 
Similarly, s(b-) denotes the symmetric algebra of h. 
c 
If u 6 U( ~ ) , l.et Ru = R(u) denote the right regular action 
of u on CQfo (G),. Then if' X lies in the a.lgebra U( OJ )H of 
AdG(H) ... invariant el.ements in u( ~)II Rx .leaves the space 
C~(G/H) of right H-invariant smooth functions on G invariant,. 
Throughout this paper we shall identify C~(G/H} with the space 
of smooth functions G/H~ c. This being said, Rx acts as an 
element of' JD(G/H) on C~(G/H). The induced algebra homomorphism 
U( ~ )H ~ ID(G/H) is again denoted by R,. 
Proposition 2.1. Let A: s( OJ-)~ U(OJ.) be the symmetrizat;ion 
map., Then we have the direct sum decomposition 
For connected reductive G9 this resu.lt is proved in [10]., 
One easily checks that the proof goes through for non-connected 
G as well .. The same is true for the following result .. 
Lemma 2.2.. The map R: U( OJ- )H---;. ID(G/H) maps l. ( s( ~ )H) 
bijectively onto ID(G/H). Moreover, 
.... 11 ... 
ker (R) 
In particu1ar, since R is a homomorphism of a1gebras, it 
fo1.1ows that U( OJ )H n U( ~ )~ is a two-sided ideal. in U(, )H 
and we have a natural. isomorphism 
iD(G/H) ~ u( OJ )H I ( u( OJ )Hou( ea>~ ) • (5) 
In a canonical. way U( OJ )H/(u( ~ )H n U( OJ>'?> embeds onto 
a subalgebra of the algebra 
' The adjoint representation naturally induces an action of H 
oniD. Clearl.y H0 acts trivia11y, so that in fact we have an 
o H H/HO action of the finite group H/H on ID. Obviousl.y ID = lD • 
Proof .. Let j denote the canonical. map U( OJ f ·-+ lD. Then 
J(U(~ )H) c IDH and it suffices to show that':j maps U(OJ )H 
H H/H0 H :7 onto ID =ID • Fix YEID .. Then Y • j(Z) for some Z€U(CFJ)., 
Put 
x &'II! 
• 
Then obviousl.y X Gu( OJ )H and j (X) = Y. 
For the momentt let us focus on the a1gebra ro .. The following ,, 
argument, based on a dua1ity used in (1], has been exploited 
by several authors (cf., [5J 9 [13J ). 
We define the so ca11ed dual real form °lid of ~ in ~c by: 
.. 12 -
Obd = i({n"J.) Ee (ln?) E& (~n°l.) • i()n? ), (6) 
Jd i d d d 
· and put -K = 'Jen UJ. , l> = °1, 0 C\ ~ (this may be read as: 
"the i in the dual a1gebra", etc.,)., Then 
is a Cartan ~ecomposition for the reductive algebra d OJ . Since 
ft.. d and ~ are real forms of the same complexif:ication )
0
, we 
have 
(7) 
In the semisimple case it is well known that the algebra . 
on the right hand side of (7) is commutative and finitel.y 
generated as a module over the centre 3 of u( OJ)., .From 
this the fol.lowing resul.t easily foll.ows., 
Proposition 2,4.. ID is commutative and finitely generated 
as a 3 -module .. 
In a natural. way ID embeds as a linear subspace of 
U( "J )/U( ~ ) ~ .. The ad.joint representation natural.ly induces a 
representation of ~ in u( DJ )/u( OJ ) ~ .. 
Proposition 2.5 .. (8) 
Proof., Obviously we have 
Now let Kd be the analytic subgroup of the ad.joint group G
0 
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of'OJc' generated by exp(ad!d) .. Then Kd is compact, and by 
. a standard argument involving averaging over Kd (see also the 
proof' of' Proposition 2.,J) it follows that the natural map 
is an isomorphism onto., But obviously the lef't hand side of' 
( 9 ) equal.s ( 7 ) , whereas the right hand side equal.a ( 8 ) .. This 
proves the assertion .. 
Let 01.kq be maximal abel.ian in ~q" Then 
= cn.kq @ en. pq 
i.s maximal abel.ian in OJ. , and Ol: is maximal 
abel.ian in "Pd., Obviously we may identify Aq = 6. (~0 ,0lq,c) 
with L\. (Old 11 Otd) .. Let W(A ) be the Weyl. group of' A , and ~ p q q 
(10) 
let I(61. ) = I(cn.d) denote the space of' W(~ ) -invariant elements q p q 
in S (01 ) == S (Ot d) .. Then by ( 7 ) , Hari sh-Chandra' s canonical q p 
isomorphism associated with OJd 9 { d, en.: is actual.ly an algebra 
isomorphism f'rom ID onto I ( 01. ) .. q 
Fix a choice A+ of' positive roots f'or A , and put q q 
o( 
"Jc .. 
Then by the Iwasawa decomposition in OJd we have the direct sum 
Thus, by the Poincare-Birkhoff'-Witt theorem, we obtain the 
direct sum 
= (f) s(at ) .. q 
... 14 ... 
The corresponding projection of' u( <JJ. ) into s( ot ) induces an q 
al.gebra homomorphism T~ f'rom ID into S( O't ) .. Let T(~ +) be q q 
the automorphism of' S(Ol. ) determined by q 
H + 
f'or H € <n. .. Then T( A +q)o l maps ID isomorphically onto I( ln.q) q,c 
and is independ.ent of' the choice .6. + of' posi.tive roots; by 
q 
( + "' def'ini tion we have O = T A q)o 0 (:for proof's of' these :facts, 
see :for instance [ 12, Chapter .10 ] ) .. 
The fol.lowing result and its proo:f were privately communi- . 
cated to me by Pro:fessor T. Oshima. 
Lemma 2.6., ID ~ ID(G/H) .. 
Proof' .. By (5) and Proposition 2.3, we must show that the 
e1ements o:f W are H-invar~ant., 
Via the above isomorphism 'l , we see that ID is a commu-
tative ring without zero divisors., Let '1; be the canonical. image 
of' 3 in ID and f'ix P e ID.. Then by the proposition bel.ow it :follows 
that PQe ~ :for some Q E ~.. Since G is of' class 1t, the elements 
o:f ~ are G-invariant .. Hence the elements of' i are H-invariant., 
Therefore, if' he H, then 
PQ :: 
Because lD has no zero divisors, this imp1ies that P = Ph :for 
all. hE H., 
Proposition 2.,7., The q~otient f'ie1ds of ID and the canonical.. 
image 2 of' 3 in D are the same .. 
... l.5 ... 
Proof.. Let Ol. be a · Cartan suba.lge bra 0£ "J containing ot. q, 
and let l~ be Harish-Chandra' s canonical. isomorphism 0£ ,3 
onto the algebra I(oc) 0£ W(01 ,OL) -invariants in S(Ol..). Then ~de c 
it is well known that the following diagram commutes 
]) 
r 
i~ 
I(ot) l: ( 01,) .. 
Here r denotes restriction to at via the form B., The asser-q 
tion now :fol.lows from the :fact that I( 6t ) and· r(I( 01.)) have q 
the same quotient :fie1ds (c:f. [11, Theorem 7.6] )., 
Cor9lla£Y 2.8. The algebra V(G/H) is commutative and 
:fini te1y generated as a B -module .. 
I 
After the above, it is straightforward to see how the results 
of [2] extend to symmetric spaces o:f the Harish-Chandra class. 
Therefore we will refer to (21 without further comments. 
- 16 ... 
J .. Spherical. :functions and the basic equations .. 
Let ).A.= <.µ1 , JA2 ) be a smooth representation of K X H · 
in a :finite dimensional. complex linear space E. If v EE, 
hE I;!, we sha11 often write vf2 (h ... 
1 ) instead of JL2 (h)v .. A 
OQ C -:function F: G 4- E such that :for all x~ G, k EK, he H 
we have 
is caJ.led p.-spherical. The space of all such :functions is 
denoted by c;(G). The subspace of 3 -:finite elements in 
c;;(G) is denoted by ~(G) .. As they are annihilated by an 
e1liptic differential operator with real. analytic coe:f:ficients 
(see for instance the argument in [18, p .. )10] ), the e1ements 
of A~(G) are in :fact real. analytic :functions .. 
A :function Fe c;:(G). bel.ongs to A;e.(G) i££ it is annihilated. 
by a cofini te 1.deal I in a " We write A p ( G , :I) :for the space 
of F € AP' (G) satisfying 
0 ( ZE I )., 
Here we have used the notation R = R(u) :for the infinitesi-u 
ma1 right regular action o:f an e1ement u EU( OJ.) .. 
For the sake of completeness we J.ist the :following 
proposition which is proved along the same lines as 
[ 2 , Cor .. ).,10] 11 invol.'\li ng a :finite basis of 3 /I over C 
( cf.. [18 11 p .. )08, Thm.. 8 ] ) .. Let otc. l be a Cartan 
subalgebra containing <:Jtpq, ~ == A (~0 9 at.0 ), i 0 :ii A (/c ,<t,), 
and let w( i ) , W( ~ 0 ) be the Wey.1 groups of ~ and ~ 0 
respectivel.y .. 
- 17 ... 
Proposition 3 .. 1.. Let I be a co:fini te ideal in S • Then 
dim A,_(G,I) ~ dim(3 /I) dim(p. ) [ W(i) : w({?0 )] • 
Let JC be an admissible representation o:f :finite length o:f 
Gin a Frlchet space V. Let the space V~ o:f C~-vectors in V be 
equipped with the topology induced by the collection o:f seminorms 
N p,a v '- p{ n: (a)v ) , 
where p ranges over a complete set o:f seminorms :for V, and 
a E u( OJ ) • As a J.ocall.y convex space v00 is isomorphic to the 
closed subspace T = t:r E c"° ( G, V); :f (x) = 7L{x):r( e )} o:f the 
Frlchet space c-(G,V); this :follows by a straight:forward appli-
CIQ 
cation of' the Banach-Steinhaus theorem .. Hence V is Fr4chet .. 
... co 00 The topological dual V o:f V is a G-module in a natural way; 
we let (v"" 00 )H denote the subspace of' H-:fi.xed el.ements in v-- • 
( """'° H ( ) Given <f E V ) , u E VK the K-:finite vectors in V iJ we may 
:form the (c"-) matrix coe:f:ficient 
m(x) = m (x) 
'fpU (11) 
If' J is the annihilator o:f v"° in 3 , then J is a co:finite ideal 
because 'IC has :finite J.ength, and we have R(z" )m = L(Z)m = 0 
:for al.I Z E J; here L(Z) = LZ denotes the le:ft regular action of' 
Z on cf°(G), and u e-+ u" denotes the unique anti-automorphism of' 
u( oa ) determined by 
-X 
Conseq~ently m is a ~ -:finite and K-:finite real. analytic 
f'Un.c tion on G/H ( c:f.. [ 18 ~ p .. .308] ) .. 
In a natural way the :function m (and more generally any 
3 -:finite and K-:finite :function on G/H) gives rise to a 
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spherical function ~(m) .. Let r(f be the set of' K-types occur-
ring in the l.inear span of' {L:km; k e Kl, and write E f'or the 
f'inite dimensiona1 subspace Q)SEAt L2 (K)8 of' L
2 (K); here 
L2 (K~ denot~s the subspace of' lef't K-f'inite elements of' 
,. 
isotopy type See K., Then V (m) a G -+E is defined by 
y (m) (x): k &---+ m(kx), K --+ C , (12) 
f'or x €G .. Let p.= (f1 .p2 ) where p.1 is the right regular 
representation of' K redtricted to E, and where fA- 2 is the 
trivial. representation of' H in E .. Then obviously ")1(m)e A14-(G,.I) .. 
Corollary J.,2. Let 11: be an admissible representation of' 
:f'ini te length of G in a Frechet space V. Then dim(v-" )H < co .. 
Proof.. Select a f'inite set of' K-f'inite generators 
...... ' u s 
f'or the (OJ , K)-module VK, and l.et ,:Y be the 
(finite) set of' K-types occurring in the linear span of' 
the 1t(k)ujt k EK, 1. S. j' s.. Let E = E('8') and p. be as 
above. Then the map (v ... 00 )H --+ Aµ(G,J""): 'f ~ ( ~(m'f,uj) ; J.~j'l!!J) 
is injective .. Now apply Proposition J .. l .. 
The matrix coef'f'icient m = m can be retrieved f'rom ,,u 
v(m) as f'ollows., Let ~= ~6'~~ dim(8) ")(8 , where ~G 
is the character of' 6 .. Then ~ E E and 
where {.,.) denotes the restriction of the L2 (K)-inner 
product to E.. Thus in a straightforward manner the asymptotic 
behaviour of m ,,u 
(,1 , i)-spherical 
... l.9 ... 
can be read off from the behaviour of' the 
:function ~(m ) .. cr,u 
From now on, let p. = C.,,1 , r2 ) be a fixed smooth represen-
ta.tion of K JiC H in a f'ini te dimensional. complex .linear space 
In view of' the Cartan decomposition G = Kc1(A-)H , a 
:function F <: c;(G) is determined by its restriction Res(F) 
to " Let M be the cen1'ra.1:izer of' A in Kn H, and put 
pw1 (m)u = u f- 2 (m) :f'or a1l. m € M} (13) 
Then obviously the restriction map Res maps ~(G) injectivel.y 
into C00(A"", EM)" 
Let ~ be the collection of' systems P of positive 
roots :for 6 with P n .A = A+., I:f PE C?, we set 
+ + 
and 
oi- (P) = !aem. ; pq i . pq 
(P) = exp <n- (P)@ Then pq 
el.(A ... ) = 
~(H)< o for a.11 ~e P} , 
+ Thus, without loss of general.ity, we may f'ix a system /l of' 
positive roots in ~ and study the behaviour of F6 A,;...(G) 
on cl.( 
Let L be the co.l1ection of' simpl.e roots in b.+ (warning: 
in r 3 J ' I: stands for the root system, !J. :for the 
~ 
simpl.e roots)., Then ~ is a basis f'or ( O't n <f 1 ) over m. pq 
~ Sel.ect a basis Ar: for ( at n C: ) over tR.. Identifying pq 
. ( 01. pq ll C!J 1 l and ( Ol. pq n ~ }.it with subspaces of' m.. ;q via B, we 
put: 
... 20 ... 
A = 'I: v Ar: 
Let . {H,; "t::A} be the basis o:f ot. which is dual to the 
A pq 
* basis 1\. o:f en. .. Then Ho< € en f\ m 1 :for otE ~ and pq pq d 
H E or. n t::: for A.e At:. .. )\ pq 
As in [ 2 ] , let '}' + be the algebra o:f :functions A'~ IR 
generated by 
Ol 
:f (a) = 
+ 
(ace 
:f~(a) = 
-at)-1 
- a ' 
-P ) -1 
+ a ' 
g~(a) 
g~(a) 
_o( tlC ( ) . 
= -a :f a , 
+ 
(«a< E. ll.:; ~ tS /j. +, °l~ ;i O ) • Here we have used the notation 
a 1 = e 1' log a, 
:for ""'6° m,,. , a~ A. Moreover, let ~ be the ring generated 
, pq 
by 1 and ~+ .. 
Let ;B (/.) denote the centre o:f u(l) and .let v 1 =1, 
v 2 , ...... , v r € 3 ( 1. ) be as in [ 2 ,, Lemma 3 .. 7 J .. Moreover, 
let I be a co:finite ideal in 3 and :fix D1 = 1, n2 , ..... , D8 .~ 3 
such that their canonical images generate 3 /I over C .. Then 
by [ 2 , Lemma ).,8] there exist :fini.tel.y many elements 
~iJ€C"t, ~~!jeu({ ), 11~iJeu(~) (A.EA , l.,i,k,s, 
1 fS. j ,t 4 r) 11 such that 
HAD:i v j' ;: mod I (14) 
:for all a EA'"' Here we have used the notation 
(xE G, YE U(OJ) ), (15) 
which is the technically more convenient notation o:f r 3 J, 
... 21 ... 
but inconsistent with the notation in [ 2 ] .. 
The centralizer L of' 01. in G is of' class 1' , hence pq 
centralizes ~ ( 1 ) ( c:f.. [ 18, p .. 286, Theorem 13] ) .. 
There:f ore M .centralizes 3 and 3 ( 1. ) .. Consequently, if' 
Fe Ap(G,I) then tke :functions 
(1'- i ~ s, J. ~ j ~ r) map A into EM .. By (14) it :fol.lows that 
(16) 
{l. 7) 
:for all. a e .A' .. Now l.et i : .A' ___,. (EM) sr be the vector 
valued :function with entries iij (l' i's, l. '- j "- r) .. Then 
by (17) there exist el.ements 
(>..EA) 
such that the real analytic map !: A-+ (EM)sr satisfies 
the differential equations 
= 
on A'. 
[\. 
As in [J] we view A as embedded in C under the map 
~(a) = At; A) .. 
Under this map the di:f:ferential. operators HA. ( >.e A ) 
A 
correspond to ZA. a I'll z,. in c .. If' T € "7L. E. ' then the 
character e~: a._... aT corresponds to a rational :function 
./\, E 
on C .. Identifying 'l't: 2'2: with the element ( '1oe ; o<& I:) of 
~~ c ~ determined by l = 2o<c;:£ 'l'of o< , and using the mu.1. ti-
index notation 
... 22 -
A A 
. f'or z f C , t E ~ 9 we have 
'J T 
a = ~(a) • 
Consequentl.y the elements of' "'f can be viewed as rational 
A f'unctions on C .. If' <I.EA , we put 
. + 
ol { z e 't4 ; 2oe. i} y :::: z = + 
and if' pe- A' "l~ # o, we put 
yP 
= {zetf"; z2fl = -l.} .. ... 
(18) 
Moreover, .let y = U{Y:; o(E A:} ll y == U{Y~; pt:~+, OJ~ I: o} 
+ 
and 
y :Ill y u y 
+ 
Then the elements of' CJ." are regular on CJ\.' Y .. Being real 
analytic on A, the map ~ extends to a holomorphic (EM)sr_ 
val.ued map on an open neighbourhood .n. of' ~(A) in CJ\... We 
conclude that it satisf'ies the system of' dif'f'erential 
equations 
(19) 
(20) 
The system (20) has simple singularities (in the sense of' 
[3, Appendix] ) al.ong the coordinate hyperplanes z>. == 0 
(>..EA ) , so that we may app1y the theory described in 
[ 3 , ·Appendix]. Put 
D I ZI < .l } 
... + ~ A"'\'S. -A Then obviousl.y ~(A (A ) ) c D x e c C ,y, so that a resu..l t 
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a.na.l.ogous to ( 3 , Lemma 5 .. 1] hol.ds.. To f'ormula te it, we 
need some def'initio:ns and notations .. If' memrl\. ( tN = {0,1, ...... )), 
A 
see ' we put 
{X(log a}} 
exp( s>- A.( log a) ) , 
f'or a E A., Two elements 1\. s, t E C are called integrally 
equivalent if'f' s - t ~ ?LA. .. 
Lemma J,J.. Let FE A,..JG,I)., Then there exist 
( i) a f'inite set S of' mutually integra1ly inequiva1ent 
A 
elements of' e , and 
(ii) f'or each s E S a f'ini te co11ection F (m E INA) of' 
s,m 
non-trivial holomorphic EM-valued functions on Dr. x eA'r such 
that on each of' the coo.rd:1nate hyperp.lanes zx = O ( )..(;:/\.) at 
l.east one of' them is not identically zero, such that 
F = 
Let ik k 0 z s+k,m 
J\. (summation over IN ) be the power 
series expansion of' F .. Then the series expansion 
s 11 m 
F = (21) 
of' F converges abso1utely on A-(A+) .. Any series expansion 
like (21) which converges absolute1y to F on a non-empty 
open subset of A-(c..+) must be identica1 to (21) .. If' et F 0 
•• 
... 24 .. 
./\. A+ A. :for some m E JN , then t is called a "" ... exponent of' F.. On t: 
we de:fine the -' l: -order by 
if'f' 
f'or s, t € q/\ The -'E. ... minimal el.ements in the set of' A+ .... 
+ exponents of' F are called the A -1eading exponents of' F. 
Given a bt•leading exponent t e ~' the corresponding 
character ~ t: A ....+ Cif- is Cal.led a + A -leading character, and 
m 
is called the corresponding A+-leading term of' F. 
:In Section 4 we wil.1 devel.op the theory of' radial com-
ponents associated with the Cartan decomposition ( Cor. 1.4) 
in order to limit the possible 
er be the injective algebra homomorphism of ' into 3 <I>, 
determined by 
Z ... <l"(Z) (22) 
:for Z ~' ( 900"00- is the map denoted by ;;. in [ 2 9 Prop .. 
3., 6] ) ., I:f I is a cof'ini te ideal. in :d 9 then 3 ( .l ) O"'(I) 
is a cofinite ideal in a ( l ) ( cf'.. [ 2 
Under left multiplication the space U = 
11 Lemma 3 .. 7 ] ) .. 
3([)/ ~(.t)cr(I) 
is an <:n -module; by exponentiation it becomes an A-module .. pq 
Being :finite dimensional, the A-module U splits into a finite 
direct sum of' generalized A-weight spaces. A character 
w: A·--t c• is said to lie ~+ -shi:fted over the cofinite ideal 
.J: in" 3 if it is a genera.lized A-weight :for the A-modu.J.e 
~ < i >1 acl )(t(I). 
- 25 ... 
Remark.. Here we do not :fol.low the term:lnol.ogy of' [ .'.3) .. 
The reason is that we wish to make the dependence on the 
choice 6. + E 5> expl.ici t.. If' I is a co:fini te ideal. in ~ , 
then to each P 6 G,? corresponds the set X(P, I) of' characters 
l.ying P-shi:fted over I .. The sets X(P,I), P E esp , are nmtua1l.y 
d.i:f:ferent, but related by certain " p -shifts" .. We discuss this 
Section 6., . 
:J'heore:m J 2 4 !!! Let I oe a cof'ini te ideal. in ~ , F E Ap( G, I) .. 
Then al.1 A+-1eading characters lie .A+-shi:fted over I .. 
We postpone the proof' of' this theorem to the next section~ 
In particulart the set of' + A -leading characters is 
so that with essentially the same proof' we have the 
:following ana1ogu.e of' [ ) , Theorem 5 .. 6] .. Viewing ~ as a 
subspace of' CA 11 we ca.11 two el.ements s, t E ©A L -integrally 
• ..,.,.'i: 
equiva.J.ent 1f' s ... t t: a. .. Moreover, we define the map 
4X : A ._... c"E by 
~(a) = 
!hep:rem, J.!).. Let F be a 3-f'inite )A-spherical. f'unction 
on G., Then there exist 
(i) a :finite set SE of' mutua11y ~-integra.ll.y inequivalent 
A 
elements of' C , and 
(ii) :f'or each s6 SI: a finite set of' non-trivial. ho.lomorphic 
functions F 1Z : D'E:. ~ EM (m E ~) such that on each coordinate s,m 
hyperplane zo<' = 0 ( o<E ~ ) a:t l.east one of' them is not iden.-
tica.l.ly zero, such that on A-(.A+) we have 
... 26 ... 
/ 
E This S .._.. and the F are unique • 
.-. s,m 
~emark J.6·. As in [ J ) the set Ss: can be characterized 
as :foll.owe. For each class .0.. o:f 2: -integral.ly equival.ent 
A+ -leading exponents we de:fine the element s(.n.) E q;A- by 
ten} 
• 
Then S~ is the set o:f al.1 s(..0.). 
... 27 "" 
!,. .. Radial components and leading characters .. 
In this section we devel.op the theory o:f the µ.-radial. 
component o:f a di:f'f'erential operator in order to prove 
Theorem 3 .. 4 .. We start with a result rel.ated to the inf'initesi-
mal Cartan decomposition (see Proposition 1 .. 5) .. Let ~ be the 
ring o:f :functions A'~ 1R generated by 1, aOll. ( of~ I:' ) and 
2o( _, (1 ... a ) -
Moreover, let ~ + be the ideal in ~ generated by the 
:functions a"'-, o< E "E .. 
or 
Then there exi. s t :f 1 , :f' 2 f 'R. +, such that f'or all a E A 1 we have 
Proof' .. First recall that we use the notation (15) .. 
I:f x e OJ"" 
o( + 
' 
then ex~= "t:XC( so that (23) holds with 
o( 
f' .l = a (1 2c<)-1 a ' 20( ( 20( -1 :r2 :c -a .l - a ) .. On the other hand, 
if' x € ~o( ill then ex«><= 0( ... 
:rl = a°" (1 2.o() -1 + a ' 
+ clear that f 1 ,-£ 2 .; :R 
:f' 2 = 
--cxo( and (23) ho.lds with 
2D( ( l 2o< ) - .l a. + a .. :In both cases it 
A:fter this, we are prepared for the radial decomposition 
of' differential operators* As in [ 3 ], we define tri1inear 
maps 
B : 
a u( Olpq) x u( le ) x u( 1;J ) ---ID> u( OJ ) 
is 
... 28 ... 
(a EA) by Now let )1( be the centralizer 
o:f ot in lni.. .. Then Wt is the Lie al.gebra of' M. I:f U 6 U( .wt) pq ., 
then.obviousl.y 
the linear map . 
r = 
.a 
B (H,XU,Y) = B (H,X,UY), so that B induces 
a a a 
determined by . 'P (H (i) X ® Y) = 
a 
Xa H Y :for a EA, H ~ en. , pq 
X € U ( { ) , Y E U ( ~ ) • Let ()._ denote u( Ol. ) 1& u( { ) @ u( 1... ) 11 pq UlWC.) 'j 
viewed as a linear space .. 
Lemma 4.,2.. If' a€ A' then the map f1 a: a ~ U( OJ) is a 
l.inear isomorphism. For each D EU( "J ) there. exists a unique 
Tf (D) € Jl®a such that, :for all. a f A': 
Proo:f.. S:lnce 1f1. = .lkh, we have ~ = ? c f) 'Wt , and 
the first assertion follows :from the infinitesimal Cartan 
decomposition (see Proposition 1 .. 5) and the Poincare-
Birkhof:f-Witt theorem .. 
The uniqueness part o:f the last assertion will :follow 
:from (24) and the :first assertion. Therefore it su:f:fices to 
prove the existence part. We proceed by induction on the 
degree deg(D) of' D .. If' deg(D) = 0 the assertion is trivial 9 
so l.et m > 0 and assume that the assertion has been. proved 
al.ready for deg(D)< m .. Let DEU(Cf )m (the subalgebra o:f 
elements of degree ~ m),. By the direct sum decomposition 
(24) 
(25) 
(cf. also ( 3 )) and the Poincar~-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, there 
exists a D0 eU(1 k)u( Otpq)u( ~) such that 
... 29 "" 
E 
Since A central.izes U( .:{ k), the assertion is true :for n0 , 
so that we may restrict oursel.ves to the ease n0 = o .. 
Without loss o:f generality we may even assume that D = X~ V, 
where Xo< € ( or Xii( E OJ~ ( o< E .6 +) , and VE U ( GJ ) m-l... By 
Proposition 4 .. 1 there exist :r1 ,:r2 E '.R..+ such that 
:for al.1 a E .A* .. Hence 
where V = [Xcf + i:Xof, v] E U(qJ )m ... J.' so that the assertion 
-:fol.lows i:f we apply the induction hypothesis to V and v. 
In a na tura.l way :Jl@ tl may be viewed as a M-modul.e, the 
multiplication being given by 
i:f m ~ M, :f ~ 2 ' HEU( <11. ) , x E u( fc ) ' y EU( 1.. ) • Viewing u( ~ ) pq '(} 
as a M-module :for the adjoint action, we now have the analogue 
o:f [ 3 t Proposition 2.,5] .. We omit the proo:f, which is 
essentially the same., 
Proposition 43 )., The linear map 1f: U( ~) __.,. :R,® (l is 
a M-modu.le homomorphism., 
The :filtration by degree on U( Otpq) natural.l.y induces a 
fi.1 tration on ~ ® a f which we cal.1 the OI. -:fil. tration .. pq 
The corresponding degree is cal.l.ed the en. -degree .. pq 
Eropos.ition 4 .. 4.. If' x e ftU( OJ >m (m e IN)' then 
(X) e Jt· ® a and Tf(x) has <Jl -degree 'm .. pq 
Proof,. This is easily verif'ied in the course of' the proof' 
W!Wl!J!! 21: 
of' Lemma 4 .. 2 .. 
By the de:tini tion (l..3) of' EM, it f'ol.lows that f'or Z E U('Wt ) 
and u e EM we have 
Hence, if' in add.i ti.on X E U ( .ft. ) and Y E U ( 1q ), then 
the bilinear map u(.( )>< U(~) ~ HomC(EM,E) given 
(x, Y) ~ p 1 (x) )12 (Yv) naturally induces a l.inear map 
fµ. U( .f. )®IA.(~) U( ~ ) __. Home (EM ,E), determined by 
f'or X .f U ( ~ ) , Y I: U ( ~ } .. We now def'ine the 1.inear map 
lfp. : U ( OJ ) ___..,. l, ® U ( et pq) Cl> Home (EM, E) by 
The elements of' Jl@ U( at )® Homn<(EM ,E) may be viewed 
pq "' 
as dif'.f'erential. operators on A', mapping c00(A',EM) into 
C©O (A 9 ~ E) 9 in the f'ollowin.g way.. If' f' E :Jt , HE U ( Ol ) , pq 
T€ Ho:m.<C(EM,E) ~ then f'or F€ C00 (A', EM) we have 
ThUS9 i:f x E u(")' then lT(X) may be viewed as a dif'f'erential µ. 
operator on A'~ called the p.-radial. component of' x .. Ye now 
"" 31 ... 
have the foll.owing analogue o'f: [ J , Theorem 3., J. ] , the proof' 
being essentially identical .. 
Res( Rx F ) = 1fp. (X) Res (F)., 
We also have the :foll.owing anal.ogu.e o'f: [ 3 , Proposition 
J.2] , which is an imm~aiate consequence of' Proposition 4.,3 
and the definition of' EM .. 
froposi tion 4 .. 6
0
.. The map 1Tµ maps U(, )M into 
J't ® U( ot )® En.di!"< (EM)., pq ~ 
Let £) denote 
subaigebra of' the algebra of' di'f:f'erential operators mapping 
C~(A',EM) into itself'., 
is an algebra 
Proof'«> If' X,Y €U(~ )1\ FE c;(G), then RyFE c;(a), so 
that by Lemma 4.5 we have 
Hence TTµ.(X Y) = 1TP.(X)1TP.(Y) on Res(c;:(a)) .. Using Lemma 1.,6, 
we may now complete the proof' just as in [ 3, Theorem 3.,3] ., 
Since L is of' cl.ass le, {cf'., [ 18, p.,286, Thm., 13) ) , its 
subgroup M central.izes 3 ( l ) , so that 3 ( l ) c u( OJ. )M .. 
-. )2 -
By Proposi t:ion 4., 6 it follows that 1Tp. maps a ( l ) into J) • 
Moreover, we have the following., 
;Proposition 4.8.. The map ~: 3 ( 1} ~ .f) 
algebra homomorphism .. 
is an 
Proof'.. Let X, Y € 3 ( 1 ) .. Then by ( l. ) and the Poinca:r'-
Birkhof'f' ... Witt theorem X can be written as a sum '2:. i UiHi V :i, 
and y as a sum L'J u3H.jvJ, where u1 ;u J ~ u( ,lk), 
H1 Si j 6 U ( at pq) and Vi, V j E U ( lb) • Hence 
·~<x>~<Y> = 1:1 c1esiH1®Jl1<ui>f2<vr>><1eij•,.1cuj>p2cv;>> 
= L i~H1iiJ®p.1 (uiuJ) f-2 (v~'Vj> i,J 
(26) 
On the other hand, since Y E ;a ( ;l ) , we have XY = l"1 U iHi Vi Y = 
= ~i UiHiYVi = l:i,j UiHiuiijvjvi = ~i,j (uiuj)(HiHj)(vjvi), 
from which we infer that ~(X Y) equals (26) .. Hence the 
proposition. 
Proposition 4 .. 9, I:f X E ·1' U (OJ ) m (m t: IN), then 1TP (X) 
M. 
l.:les in ~ + ® u( oi. )<» Hom111 (E ,E) and its degree as a pq v,, 
di:f:ferentia1 operator is ~ m., 
Proof., The degree o:f the differential operator lTfo(X) is less 
than or equal to the Ot -degree of Tf(X) .. Hence the assertion pq 
·is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.4. 
.. '' ... 
Corollary 4 .. 10.. I:f Z c 3 , then ~(z) ... 1J_( cr(z) ) lies 
in Jl +® U( d. ) ® EndlJ'I (EM)., 
pq "' 
Proof., This :follows immediately :from Propositions 4 .. 7-9 
and definition (22) o:f o- .. 
Theorem 4,11., Let F ~ A'4-(G,I), t E CA a A+ -leading 
exponent o:f F, and Ft the corresponding leading term., Then 
f'or Z 6 I, we have: 
o .. 
For a proo:f the reader is referred to the proof' o:f the 
analogous [ J , Theorem 5., 2 ] , or to the end o:f the next 
section, where we will prove an analogous theorem :for 
)'- -spherical :functions with f-2= 1, annihilated by a cof'inite 
ideal of' the algebra m(G/H) (Theorem 5.,7)., 
Proof' of Theorem J.,4.. The proof' is essentially identical 
to the proof' of [ ) , Proposition 5 .. 4]., Proposition 4,.7 and 
Theorem 4.,11 have to be used instead of' [ J, Proposition .) .. 6 
and Theorem 5.,2] .. See also the proof of' Theorem 5.,8 at the 
end of' Section 5., 
... .34 ... 
2• Leading characters of' right H-invariant spherical 
functions .. 
The matrix coef'f'icient m defined by (11) gives 
"f• u 
rise to a (y.1 , p 2 )-spherica1 function F with p.2 = 1, 
annihilated by a cof'ini te ideal. of' 3 • The ref' ore the situation 
with }'- 2 = l_ is of' special interest to us .. In this section 
we study this case in more detail.; we put )"- = ~ 1 and 
write DI» "° CP. (G/H) instead of' C {,u,l.) (G) .. 
Propositiop. 5.1.. Let F: G/H ~ E be a smooth £unction 
with values in a finite dimensional complex linear space E .. 
Then the foll.owing statements are equivalent. 
(i) F is 3 -finite, 
(ii) F is ID(G/H)-f'inite .. 
Proof'.. (ii)~ (i) is trivial., whereas {i) =>(ii) follows 
immediately f'rom Corollary 2 .. 8. 
Let Aµ.(G/H) denote the space of' ~ -finite functions in 
c;(G/H) .. Then by the above every element of' Ap.(G/H) is 
annihilated by a cof'inite ideal in ID(G/H). If' J is a 
cof'inite ideal. in ID(G/H), we let Afo(G/H,J) denote the space 
of' FE A,..(G/H) ann:ihi.lated by J .. The purpose of' this section 
is to relate the leading terms of' an element F of' A,µ.(G/H,J) 
to the ideal J (see Theorem S .. 8)., 
is an algebra 
·homomorphism .. Moreover, since p 2 = 1 , one easi.ly checks 
that ~ = o on u( "J )H n u( C1J- )~ , so that ~ induces an 
algebra homomorphism ID( G/H)-+ l) which we denote 'by ~ .. 
By Proposition 4.6 the map lTµ. maps U( 1. )LnH in.to i) .. 
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Lemma 5 .. 2.. Let p. 2 = 1 .. Then the map ~ : U( l )LflH ~ 1J 
is an algebra homomorphism .. 
Proo:f .. One easi.ly checks that lTµ. = O on U( l ) lh .. 
Moreover, l. = lk e;, ot $ J..h , so that by the Poincare-q pq 
Birkho:f:f-Witt theorem: 
ucl > = u( lk)u( 0t ) pq 
Now :fix X,YE u(.l )LAH, and set x =XO + x.l, y =Yo + Yl, 
where x0 , y0 6 u( l k)u( O\pq) and x1 , Y l. E u( .f. ) lh .. Then 
Tf~(X) = Jr~(X0 ) and [)"'(Y) = 1fp.(Y0) .. Moreover, since Y commutes 
with l.h, it :follows that XY = x0Y mod U(l) ,lh, so that 
ITP..(XY) = ITJ4 (XOYO) .. 
I:f U ~ U ( .l k) , H ~ U ( ot pq) , then Tf fo (HU) = Tf)" (UH) = 
= 1 ® H ® f'l (u).. I:f we express both x0 and Y0 as sums o:f such 
terms, it :follows easily that 
differential operators operating on c•(A 1 ,E). Since these 
differential operators leave c•(A',EM) invariant, it follows 
that Trp. (XY) = 1ff" (X) T'~(Y) as el.ements o:f !) .. 
By the above, the map Tf,µ. : U(f )LnH ___.... f) natural.1.y 
induces an algebra homomorphism ID(L/LnH) __. D , which we 
denote by rrp .. 
By (25), (2) and the Poincare-Birkho:f:f-Witt theorem we 
have a decomposition 
u(~) = (rt U(OJ) + u(" >?) + u(l ), 
where 
= 
Consequently, i:f X f: U( ~) 9 then there exists a x0 E:U(1. ) with 
... .'.}6 ... 
X .... x0 E ft u( OJ ) + u( ~ )·~ .. Its canonical. image x0 in 
U( J.. )/U( ,[ ) lh is uniquel.y determined by X .. Let u 0 denote 
the map x -+ x0 , u( OJ )H ~ u(l )/u( l ) lh .. 
Proposition 5 .. 3.. The map w0 maps U( °1 )H homomorphical.l.y 
into u( l )LnH/(u( l )Ll\H I\ u( 1. ) l h) .. 
Proof'.. Since Ad(LnH) leaves lh invariant, the adjoint action 
induces an action of' Ln tl on the linear space u(X )/U( l) lh• 
Since L n H normalizes ft. and ~, t.> 0 maps U( OJ )H into 
(u( l )/u( l ) lh)LnH .. Because L is of' class 1t , Propositions 
2 .. 3 and 2 .. 5 imp1y that we have a natural isomorphism 
so that ~0 maps into the space on the right hand side. 
To see that (;.)O is a homomorphism, J.et X, Ye U( 'l )H and put 
X = X0 + x1 ~ Y z Y0 + Y1 with x0 ,Y0 E U(l) and x1 ,Y1 E 
€ fr. u( C7J ) + u( OJ )~ .., Since Y commutes with 1) it fol.lows 
that x1 YE ft u( OJ) + u( OJ )~ .. Moreover, since l. normal.izes 
n , we have u( I ) ft ~ ft u( I ) , so that x0 Y1 e ft u("') + u( 'I >'? .. 
Consequent1y XY .... X0Y0 € ft u( OJ) + U( O'J )~ , so that (..g) 0 (XY) = 
= w o<xoYo) = wo<xo) <.:>o(Yo) = <..>o(x) wo(Y) .. 
Since obviousl.y w O maps the idea.1 U( "°d )H t'\ U( f8 ) \ into 
zero, we have an induced algebra homomorphism 
w : ID(G/H) -+ ID(L/LAH)., 
... 'J7 .. 
Proposition 5.4. The following diagram commutes: 
ID(G/H)---~ ID(L/LnH) (27) 
Proof'. This follows immediately from the definitions of' 
the maps involved. 
Corollary 5•2• The algebra ID(L/LnH) is finitely generated 
as a w ( ID( G/H)) ... modu.le. 
Proof. By [ 2 • Lemma 3,7] 3( l ) is a finite <T( 3 )-
modu.le. Hence R{ 3Ll )) is a :finite <.>{R{3 ))-module. In addition, 
by Corol.lary 2.8 JD {L/LnH) is a finite R{ ' { l) )-module, and 
therefore V{L/LRH) is a finite ~{ ID(G/H))-module. 
In view of Proposition 5 .. 4, the following may be seen as 
a stronger version of' Corollary 4.10 for the case p.. 2 = 1., 
PrOJ?OSition 5 .. 6. Let l"-2 = J., DE D(G/H). Then 
Proof. 
X0 €U(!1, 
·rrfa'- (Rx) ... 
~(X2) = 
the proof .. 
lf;JD) ... ~( W (D)) f 
x1 E n u ( Cf ) , and x2 f u ( ~ >?- • Then 
~( '-> (~)) = Tff'- (x1 ) + ~(x2 ) .. Now )-4- 2 = l implies 
O, and so application of Proposition 4.9 completes 
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Theorem 5,7., Let t-2 = 1, J a cof'inite ideal. in ID(G/H), 
and F~ AJJG/H.J) .. If' t ~CA is a A+ -leading exponent of' F 
and F the corresponding 1eading term. then 
t 
f'or every DE J .. 
Proof', If' 'le A • we let ey E IN'A denote the el.ement 
whose '3' ... th coordinate. equals one 11 wheras the other 
coordinates equal. zero. One easil.y checks that f'or i€CA, 
m E !NL\.: 
+ (28} 
Every f' E- R. + has a power series expansion ~k c.,J;.k 11 where 
ck E <C and where the summation is taken over k E tN~'\.{O\. Hence 
by Proposition 5.6 it follows that :for X ~ U( CJ'c} )H we have 
Also, since t is a leading exponent, {28) implies that 
hence 
modulo terms involving ~ t+k logm~, where k E \N~\lo\ m ~ IN~ 
Now t.>(RX) is the image of' some W £ u( l )LnH in iD(L/LnH), 
and $0 ~ ( w(Rx)) = ~(w) .. But c1earl.y ~(w) belongs 
to l@U( otpq)®Endq;(EM), ~o that by (28) Tf~(W)Ft is 
a f'ini te sum of' terms involving ~ tl.ogm~, m ~rt/'-,. From this 
and (29) it fol.lows that ~(RX)F = O impl.ies 
(29) 
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"ff,.,. ( W (RX) )Ft = O, whence the theorem. 
If J is a oofinite ideal in fD(G/H), then by Corollary 
5.5 ID(L/LnH) u.>(J) is a oofinite ideal in fD(L/LnH) .. 
Since obvious.ly ot.pq c U( .l )LnH, the finite dimensional 
space W = fD(L/LnH)/ID(L/LnH)~(J) is a ot -module under pq 
left multiplication .. Thus, by exponentiation W becomes a 
A-modul.e. A character ?{ : A _,. c"' is said to lie A+ -shifted 
over the ideal J, if" it is a generalized A-weight for w. The 
set of such characters is denoted by X( A+ ,J) .. 
Theorem 5 .. 8.. Let )J-2 = 1 9 and l.et F be a p.-spherical 
function G/H ~ E annihilated by a cofinite ideal J of 
ID(G/H). Then all 6+-leading characters of F lie + A -shifted 
over J .. 
Proof .. 
A . 
Let t E C be a A+ -leading exponent of F and 
let J(t) be the set of DE fD(L/LnH) such that n/"'(D)Ft = O. 
By Lemma 5.2 J(t) is a.n· ideal. in fD(L/L n H) ~ and by 
Theorem 5.7 fD(L/LnH)/J(t) is a quotient of the finite 
dimensional A-module fD(L/LnH)/O(L/LnH)~(J). Hence every 
generalized A-weight of fD(L/LnH)/J(t) lies A+-shifted over J .. 
Let d~t be the differential of the character ~t: A-.:,.. C~. 
If H ~ oi then pq' 
d~t(H) 
By (28 ~. the differential operators H - d~ t (H), H ~ Ot. , act pq 
nilpotently on the linear space generated by the functions 
~ tlogm~ (m E IN") .. The leading term Ft being contained in this 
space, it follows that for su:fficientl.y l.arge nE IN 9 
... 40 ... 
Therefore d~t is a genera1ized 
D(L/LnH)/J(t). so that ~t 1ies 
J(t). 
at -weight for pq 
A+ -shifted over J. 
... 41 ... 
6 .. Relations between the P-shi:fted characters. 
Let I be a co:fini te ideal. in .3 .. I:f PE 9 , we let 
X(P,I) denote the set o:f A-characters lying P-shi:fted 
over I ( :for the definition see the remark preceding 
Theorem 3.4). In this section we discuss the relations between 
the sets X(P,I), :for di:f:ferent P f 'j) .. 
Let c:r P be the homomorphism ,3 --+ 3 ( 1.) de:fined as in 
( 22) , with /J. + repl.acecl. by P.. Thus, writing 
1'.(P) = 
we have 
z ... 1't (P )U( 'B ) 
:for Z ~ ~ .. Let TP be the automorphism of u( 1. ) determined by 
X+ t tr( ad{X) 11t(P) ) , X E fl.. .. 
Being an automorphism, TP leaves 
the ideal IP = 3 ( l ) <TP(I) of 
I = .3( l )Tp<rp(I) .. Now the map 
3 ( l ) invariant and maps 
3 ( l ) onto the ideal 
is Harish-Chandra's isomorphism o:f 3 into 3 ( l } , hence 
independent of' P (c:r .. [ J.8, p .. 228] , see al.so [ 2, 
Section 3] ) .. Therefore the ideal I is independent o:f the 
choice o:f P~°? .. We denote the set o:f generalized A-weights 
o:f ~ ( J. }/I by X(I) .. 
• Define the element pp o:f Otpq by 
' 
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f tr( ad(X) l tt (P) ) , 
and 1et efEdenote the positive character of' A given by 
Lemma. 6,l... Let I be a cof'inite ideal. in 3 , P Ii -::P • Then 
the set X(P;.I) of' characters l.ying p ... shif'ted over I 
is given by 
P.r 
e · X(I) • 
Proof', If' HE Ol. , then it easily fol.lows from the pq 
definition of' TP that f'or Z E u(l ) we have 
Hence Y is a genera1ized 
~ ... pp is a genera1ized. 
ot -weight pq 
Cl. ... weight of' pq 
of' 3 ( 1 ) /Ip :if'f' 
'(f )/i. The 
assertion now follows by exponentiation, 
The commutativity of' the diagram ( 27) suggests that we 
have analogous re1ations between the sets X(P,J) of' characters 
1y.ing P-shif'ted over an ideal J of' f'inite eodimension in 
ro(G/H), We wi11 sketch these re1ations bel.ow, 
Let (A) OP be the homomorphism of' U( OJ)~ into 
IDL = u(l )lt\~ /(u( l )ln·~ n u( l ) !h), 
+ de:f'ined as in Section 5, with A repl.aced by P, "t repl.aced 
by ft (P), Then £:>OP induces a homomorphism '->p of' ID 
·u(~ )~ /(u( ~)~nu(~)~) into DL' 
= 
fpoposition 6.2. 
subspaces u(l )ln\ 
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The automorphism TP of' u(,.f ) 1eaves 
, u( l )LnH and u( .l ) ( .ln~) invariant. 
Proof'. For simplicity of' notation we put 1t = ·11t (P)., 
the 
Since L normalizes .,,,_ , TP commutes with the adjoint action 
of' Lon u(l )., This imp1ies the invariance of' the f'irst two 
spaces,. 
For the 1ast assertion it suf'f'ices to show that ad(ln~) 
acts with trace zero on -1t • This wi11 f'ollow 
if' we can show that ad(f n~) acts with (comp1ex) trace 
c "le 
zero on ft c.. Now recall the def'ini tion ( 6 ) of' O'Jd and 
.fc d 11 and let 't be the centralizer of' Ol.pq in -ld., Then 
d. 
"l c = Jl0 fl 'c .. Also, 1'C c = ( -tt c I\ OJ ) c., The subgroup Z of' 
the complex adjoint group Ge of' OJ c generated by exp( ad 'a- ) 
normalizes n
0
n ~d· Since it is connected and compact it acts 
with (real) determinant l on d l't
0 
n ~ .. By di:ff'eren:tiation 
this implies that ad( l ) and hence ad( ~ 0 ) = ad( /C 0 n ~c) 
acts with complex trace zero on ft c. 
By the above proposition, TP naturally induces an 
automorphism TP of' the algebra IDL. Let Otq be as in ( 10), 
and let 1 denote the canonical isomorphism of' 
Moreover, l.et 
ID onto I(ct ) .. q 
Ol. ) -q,c 
invariants in S( m. q), and .let l' L denote the canonical. 
isomorphism of IDL onto IL ( ot q)., Then I ( ot. q) C IL ( Ol. q), 
and by Lemma 2.6 we have natural. isomorphisms 
ID( G/H) ~ ID and ID(L/LnH) ~ IDL.. Put 
Then from the de:finitions of t...>P' TP' l and 0 L it 
:follows that the following diagram commutes. 
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ID(G/H) 
I( ot ) q 
1.>(L/LnH) 
In particu1ar, )"' is independent of the choice of P. 
If J is an ideal of finite codimension iniD(G/H), 
then ID(L/LnH)/~(L/LnH)p.(J) is a finite dimensional 
OC. -module under left multiplication. By exponentiation pq 
it becomes a A-module; the set of generalized A-weights is 
denoted by X(J). Proceeding now exactl.y as in the first part 
of this section, we obtain 
Lemma 6.3. Let J be a co:finite ideal. in ID(G/H), P ~ ~. 
Then the set X(P,J) of characters lying P-shi:fted over J is 
given by 
X(P,J) = e(>r· X(J) • 
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1.., Extensions of F"f. over wal.l.s of A ... ( A+) • 
- s,m 
Let F be a ~ -finite /'--spherical. function G -+E., Here 
we do not require that p.2 be trivial... Al. though in general 
the power series expansions for the functions F'£ of 
s,m 
L:. Theorem 3 .. 5 wil.l f'ail to converge on .the boundary of' D , 
so that the series expansion ( 21 ) :for F will. not converge 
£or regions l.arger than A'""( A+), the :functions F;,m0 ~ do 
extend as real analyt~.c f'unctions over walls corresponding to 
roots T<= A\1!,.+ .. More precisely, we have: 
Lemma 7.1.. Let F be a a -f'inite p.-spherical :function 
on G. Then with the notations of' Theorem 3 .. 5, there exists 
an open neighbourhood ...0.. of' e!(A-) u DE in qf- such that 
the :functions F~ extend holomorphicall.y to .It • 
s,m 
Moreover, we have 
s,m 
·,s m, (F s,me>~) ~ l.og ~ F = 
on the whole of' A- • 
Proof'., By the proof of' Theorem 3,.5 {see also [ ) , 
Theorem 5.,6 J ) , it su:ffices to prove the existence o:f a 
neighbourhood ...0.. such that the functions F of Lemma J.3 s,m 
extend hol.omorphica.lly to ..n. x ,/\.'~ .. 
If £ > 0 , we put 
s( £ ) = 
v( c ) 2: {z6S(f) 
\Im z l < E Re z } 
. , 
Then clearly V(£) is a simply connected open neighbourhood 
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o:f ~(A"") in er. • Fixing € su:f:ficientl.y small. we obviousl.y 
have 
AX~ 
v( £ ) x c n Y = ;> (30) 
(reca11 the de:fini tion ( 19 ) of Y) .. We claim that ..0..::: D"£. u v( f ) 
satisfies our requirements .. Put D~ 
Then c.learl.y · 
Moreover, since V( E ) and (D~)'Z n V( ( ) = (D n S( e ) )'£ are 
simpl.y connected, it :fo11ows by the Van Kampen theorem (c:f .. 
[ 17 J ) ,. that the homomorphism o:f homotopy groups 
induced by the inc1usion is an isomorphism • 
map 
By ( )0 ) , we have 
t: ~(A-{ ~-t")) ~ 
.llf ( iif)A'l "-· n )! c n y = ~ ' so that the 
(EM)sr defined by ( .16) extends 
to a multi valued hol.omorphic solution o:f ( 20 ) on 
.fl* :ie ( C;t)~'\l: ( c:f.. [ ) , Theorem A .. 1. 2] ) .. Hence ~ l.l 
extends to a multi val.ued hol.omorphic map .!l.~ x ( ttti {"~ EM 
satisfying 
~ 11 
s,m 
F 
s,m 
s m z log z 
on (D,.)"A. (for the de:fini tion o:f the mul tival.ued holomorphic 
maps z 8 and logmz, the reader is referred to the appendix) .. 
The Fffe are hol.omorphic on D.A, and by the above Lemma A.1 s,m 
is appl.icabl.e .. Therefore the F extend hol.omorphically to s,m 
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To prove the other main result of this section, we 
need a few technical propositions.. If' Y c L , we define the 
{aE A; 
Proposition 7. •.?..e Let Y be a subset of the set ~ of 
simple roots f'or 6+. TP9n the following two conditions are 
equ:ival.ent .. 
(i) 
(ii) 
A;. c -A ' 
iNYn.6 = <j> .. 
+ 
Remark.. In particu1ar, if' o(~ ~ and OC. , ,21.l( ~ A+ t then 
the wall Ato<} of codimension one is contained in A-. 
Proof' of' Proposition 7,.2,. Suppose (i) .. If a~ Ay, then 
a r;4.. = l. :for e<e rN Y .. On the other hand a ii A-, so that a T < 1 
f'or y ~A:• Hence (ii) .. Conversel.y, suppose (ii) and let 
""' A+ a ~ Ay ., If' a If u. + , then 
k~€ IN ( .t><t: ~ ) , so that 
·rr (a« ) k"' .. 
o<el:.'Y 
f'or certain 
Al so, be cause of' the assumption, k o( ;i 0 f'or some o<E: ~'\'\I: 
But o..ot < l f'or o<€I:\1f, so that o.."" < 1 .. Hence (i) .. 
If o,E > O, we put 
D( f ) = {z e Q;; 
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l: 1\. ':!: View ~ as a subspace of C and let Y l: = '[ I\ 4C ,. Then 
b :i J. Y Y ,,.A'~ 0 v ous y = ~ )( "' .. 
Proposition 7 .. 3 .. Let 'Y" be a subset of z such that 
A~c A .... Then: 
(i) if 0 <E.< 1, there exists a 8>0 such that 
y 'E,·y 
rt> (32) R(l.+8,&) >e D( £ ) 
" 
YE = , 
(ii) if 8 > o, there exists a £> 0 such that 
y l;,y 
= ~ (33) R(l.+8° 9 £) >< D( e: ) () y~ .. 
Proof.. I:f T 6 6 +, then J = ~ k...,ot for certain 
otfl -. 
k~ €IN ( ~e ~ ) , and hence for z e 4C~ we have 
(34) 
I:f Te .6.: ~ then by Proposition 7 .. 2 kof > O for at J.east one 
e< 6 1:, y. So, if O < E < l., then :from ( 18) and ( 34) it :fol.lows 
that 
(35) 
does not intersect yl,. Since obviously ( 35) does not 
+ . 
:intersect Y! :for p E 6 +, ~~ # 0, it :fol..lows that ( 35) 
and Y £ have empty intersection,. Therefore ()2) holds 
if 8 is sufficiently smal.l,. 
To see that (ii) holds, :fix 8 > 0,. J:f 'l"E ll + then 
+, 
as in the :first part of the proof' we infer that yT does 
+ 
·not intersect 
(36) 
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Also, if ~fA+, OJ~ f. o, i.t is obvious that (J6) does not 
intersect yP. Hence ( J6) does not intersect YE, so that 
( )J ) holds for £ sufficiently small .. 
~emma 7.4.. Let F be a ,a -finite ;.-spherical. function 
on G, and l.et FI: be as in Theorem J .. 5.. If Y is any subset s,,m 
of 1:. with Ay c A ... , then: 
(i) there exists an open subset !'2.. y ~,y of' C >< D con-
taining [-1, 1]¥ x D~:-.. y such that the f'unotions F~ extend 
s,m 
ho1omorphically to .'1. , 
(.ii) if' 
each f'unetion 
8 > 0, then there exists a 0 < E < .1 such that 
~ y ~~ F extends holomorphically to R(l+S,£) x D(f) .. s,m 
Proof t. If' O, £ 11 77 > 0, put· 
Then by Proposition 7.,3 it suffices to prove that the functions 
FE extend holomorphicall.y to X(o 11 E ,'?) under the condition s,m 
that X(6,f ,1) n YE= r/> .. Therefore let us assume this condition 
( /\':£ to hol.d. and put X = X 6,f:,?) J( C .. Then X nY =<Ji. and hence 
the :function ~ defined by ( 16 ) extends as a mu1 ti valued 
holomorphic function to " . . ./\. X = X n ( c*)' • Theref'ore the same 
holds for F o ~ = ~ 11 , and appl.ying Lemma A.,l. we inf'er 
that the functions F 0£ Lemma 3.3 extend holomorphicall.y s,m 
to X® By the proof' of Theorem 3.5 this implies that the functions 
F~ extend to holomorphic functions X(~,E,~) ~EM. s,m 
' 
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8. Asymptotic behaviour along the walls. 
In this section we study the asymptotic behaviour o:f 
a p ... :finite ,.µ.-spherical. :function F: G 4 E along the 
walls of' A-(A+), :following the methods o:f [ J J. 
Recall. that L is the system o:f simple roots :for A+. 
To a subset .e c. L we assoeia te the wa.ll 
Thus A~ = A-( A_.') and we have the disjoint union 
Also, if' 9 C £ 
u 
<@c~ 
, we write 
u 
ye@ 
First we will :formulate the anal.ogue o:f [ J, Theorem 6.,2] 
for our situation, using the same grouping of' terms procedure 
as in [ 3 ] • At the end o:f this section we wi11 study the 
behaviour al.ong a wall Ay entirely contained in A ... in more 
detail. As we will. see, :for such a wall, no grouping of' terms 
is needed to get expansions along it. This is basically 
a consequence o:f Lemma 7.4. 
At present, let (8) be any subset of ~ • We use the 
·notations o:f Theorem 3 • .5 :free1y. Following ( J], we view 
c.A\9> as embedded in ~.A, and l.et 
pr : 
A\@ 
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denote the projection map .. A notion o:f ( f\0 )-integral 
equival.ence in CA'\@ is defined by 
i:ff' t - s E 
.t\.'\(2) 
and the ( 2:''6) }-order on C is defined by 
i:f:f 
The set pr A'® ( S~ ) spl.i ts into a :finite number o:f "'z:'® ... 
equivalence classes .. To each such a class .J2.. we associate the 
.A.-.9 
el.ement o- ( ...n.) o:f t; defined by 
min { ty ; ten} 
Obviously a- (..tt) '~'® t :for all t t ..Q. .. Let S ~\Q be the set o:f 
all. <S' (..a.), ..n. as above .. Then the el.ements o:f S~'® are 
mutually (~'®)-integrally inequivalent .. 
I:f ).. 6 1\. , we view l.og z >- as a mu1tivalued holomorphic 
:function on (c~)A (see also the appendix) .. Moreover, :for 
m iE IN.I\, s c CA we define 
m J.og z 
s 
z = 
n 
>..&A. 
= rr 
)..f:.f\.. 
) F~ 
L t,m+n 
t,n. 
(log z:.\)m>- , 
exp(s>.log z>.) .. 
t-s n 
z log z, 
the sum being taken over n €: ~ and over al.1 t E Sc with 
pr A'® ( t} (z,9 ) ... integrally equival.ent to s.. Obviousl.y 
,,.€) . i;,@ t 'E'® i ... ( .@> l:'I.@ t ... s E 1&.. i< IN , so tha F s wel.1 de .. d.ned on 0,1 1 JCD s,m 
and extends holomorphically to any simply connected open 
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subset of' 
.® ;r,9 9 l:,@ (D~ f >< D containing ( 0, 1) x D • By the above 
and Theorem 3 .. 5 (ii) it is now straightf'orward to check the 
:fol.lowing .. 
Proposition 8.,1, There exist a finite set s~,9 of mu.tual.ly 
( r,9 )-integrally inequival.ent elements of' c"'® and for each 
s E S<'". IO. a f'ini te set F I:,Q ( m t: IN A'9 ) of' non-trivial. 
"'""'°' s ,m 
hol.omorphic f'unctions defined on a neighbourhood of 
iW z:,® • ,@ %,9 (o,1r x D in (D / x D , such that the fo11owing 
conditions are f'ulf'il.led., 
(i) A\@ If' s E S'i:~, -rt I:'® , then there exists a m G IN such 
does not vanish identica1ly on the coordinate 
hyperplane z T = 0 .. 
(ii) On A"'"(~+) we have: 
F = 
We al.so have the f'o11.owing analogues of' [ J, Lemma 6.1, 
Theorem 6.,2]., We omit the proof's, since they are essentia11.y 
the same .. 
-ii Q !:\® Lemma 8,.2 .. There exists an open subset C({S)) of' (C) x D . 
containing (o,i]®><nl:'8 , such that the functions F~,Q extend 
s,m 
to hol.omorphic functions C ( ® ) .--. EM .. 
Theorem 8"' 3. Let F: G ~ E be a 3 -f'ini te p -spherical. 
:function. .. Then for any set ® C ~ , we have 
F = L.. 
s,m 
on A - (@ ) .. Here the summation extends over s E S~'9 and :finitely 
A'® many m 6 iN .. 
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Because of' Lemma 8 .. 2, each f'unction FI'® 
s,m 
has a converging 
power series expansion on ( 0, iJ9 >C D:E: '9 in the second variable: 
~ .... ® F (x,w) 
s,.m = 
!:'9 t 
c "(x) w , 
s,m,.ic: (37) 
f'or ® l:'® x ~ (O,l.] , w~ D .. Here the sum is taken over 
0 . ® 
cl:"• are real analytic f'uncti.ons (O,l.] ~ 
s ,m, e. the 
More precisel.y, we have the f'ollowing result. Recall that f'or 
£ "> 0 9 D( £. ) = { z G ©; 
Lemma 8.,4. The f'unctions £,Q c extend to real anal.ytic 
s ,m,Q. ® M 
:functions (o, co) ~ E • Given any 6 > O there exists a 
0 <f.< 1 such that the series ( 37 ) converges absolute1y on 
(o .. l._._,.,.,@.., D(e )~...@ .. 1 11 "f' l. i 11 i bl • Tu 1 ~ , ¥ oca y uni orm y n a var a es., 
Proof' .. Let 8' > o, O < l)< 1, and put 
If' 0 <E < 1, we def'ine 
= 
We claim that f'or £ suf'f'iciently small the set 
X = X(~,',,E) = 
satisf'ies the following conditioni 
if' TE 6. +, then 'QE IN@ .. 
+ ~ ~n f'act; let TE.b. .. Then 1' = L"'.f::t kc<. o( , with kot € IN, and so 
(38) 
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:for z € ~:rl\ ... It is obvious :from this expression that :for f. 
su:fficient1y sma11, z ~ X and lzT\ = 1 imply that k« = o 
. :for o< 6 L'®, so that "fE lN® • Hence (JS ) • 
Because X :ful.:fills (J8 ), the proof o:f [ J, Theorem 6 .. 2] 
applies to the present situation and we may conclude that the 
:functions F~'® extend holomorphica11y to x. The assertions 
s,m 
o:f the lemma are now obvious. 
We now turn our attention to the case o:f a wall A~ 
entirely contained in A-. 
A. Given t E C , we write 
t = (t• ,t")' 
A I:f s E Sr , m E IN , we define 
F~ (z) 
s,m 
s• 
z m' log z 
y i: ... y 
for z f (0,1) >< D .. Obviousl.y, the :following conditions 
are :fulfil.1.ed: 
""1: ... "'l' (i) the functions F extend holomorphical.ly to 
s,m 
any simpl.y connected open neighbourhood o:f (o,1)Y x Dr;,,y in 
( ")v. i: ... y D )( D ~ 
(ii) A :for every s ~ Sl: , 'l E ~' V 11 there exists a m E IN such 
that the function F~'°Y 
s,m 
does not vanish identically on 
the coordinate hyperplane zT = O; 
(iii) on A-(.A+) we have 
F ::: 
s,m 
Having the notation ( 31) in mind, we put 
R (1+r,E) 
+ 
0 <.Re z < 1+0, IIm z \ < E:} 
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for CS, E > o .. With th;is notation we have the fol.lowing analogue 
of' Lemmas 8.,2 and 8.4. 
Lemma 8.5. There exists an open subset 
]~ 'f:'Y ,..,I:,Y containing ( 0, l. "D to which each F extends holomor-
s,m 
phical.l.y. 
Al.so, f'or every S > 0 there exists a 0 < £ < 1 such 
...... z,y 
that each function F extends holomorphical.l.y to the set 
s,m 
R (l+t,£)yx D(f )"f..'Y. 
+ 
Proof., Both assertions follow straightforwardly from 
Lemma 7 .. 4. 
The fol.lowing result is now obvious. 
Theorem 8.,6.. Let F be a 3 -finite p.-spherical. function 
on G., Then :for any subset Y of' ~ with Ay c A ... 9 we have 
s,m 
( ,.,F ~ 'Y ) ., s ' ' m' ' ·" «> ~ ~ log ~ s,m F 
on A"" ( Y ) .. Here the summation is taken over s e S.£ and 
finitely many m E INA. .. 
Remark., Because of' Lemma 8,.5 we have the obvious analogue 
of Lemma 8.,4 f'or the power series expansion of' Fl:'"Y (x,w) in 
s,m 
the variable (here T w E DE••,;y ) • w x E- ( 0' 1] ' 
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2• Leading characters and ~lobal estimates. 
Using the results of' the preceding sections we are now able 
to describe the connections between leading characters and 
the global growth of' 3 -:finite f"-spherical :functions on G/H .. 
Our results will be analogous to those o:f [ J J. In :fact they 
can be considered as more general, since every group of' 
cl.ass ')t. can be viewed as a symmetric space of' class 1l 
(see also the introduction) .. 
From now on, we will restrict ourselves to right H-invariant 
p. -spherical :functions. Here µ, is a smooth representation of' 
K in a :finite dimensional complex linear space E. We equip E 
with an inner product such that ~ is unitary, and let 11.H 
denote the corresponding norm .. If' FE A~(G/H), then 
II F (kah) JI II F(a) II , 
for h EH, k € K, a EA .. Thus by the Cartan decomposition 
(corollary J..,4), we see that llFH can be estimated once its 
behaviour on cl(A-) is known. As we saw in the preceding sections, 
we cannot associate leading characters to F on the whole of' 
A-. However, for each PE5> we defined a f'inite set of' P-leading 
characters, connected with the asymptotic behaviour of' F on 
A-(P). As we will see, these govern the behaviour of' F on 
the closed Weyl chamber cl(A-(P)). 
In view of' the union 
this enables us to connect global estimates :for F with estimates 
of' the P-leading characters f'or every P E ? . 
We start with some notations .. If' PE'P, we def'ine the 
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ordering ~ P on positive characters of A by 
Put: 
{at A; c{ a = 1 for all. o< EA} .. 
With the notat.ions of Section 1, we have that 
G/H 
-
Al.so, A 4 c cl.(A""(P)), so that '< 1 ~P ')( 2 impl.ies that 
'X l. = °)\ 2 on A A • We put 
i:f :f 
(39) 
Theorem 9 • .1.. Let F be a 3 -:finite p -spherical. :function 
on G/H, let P E "? 9 and let <..:> be a positive character of A. 
Then the foll.owing condit~ons are equivalent. 
( i) :for every P-leading character ')) of F, we have 
(ii) there exist M ~ 0 and m ~ 0 such that 
II F(a) II ~ M w(a) (1 + hl.og all )m 
Proof',,, We may restrict oursel.ves to P = 6 + and use the 
notations and results of Sections J,4,8,,, Then <.:> = ~t for 
some t #; IRl\. , and the condition (i) is equival.ent to 
Re sO( ~ to( 
Re s,.. :: t>-. 
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:for all .6+-leading exponents s of F. By the characterization 
of the set S~ in Remark ).6, (i) can be reformulated as 
Re( Sz: ) c t 
Here lR+ = l 0, oo) .. Thus, if (i) holds, then :for 0c ~ we have 
Re( S z:,@ ) c. 
Now fix 0 < E < 1, and put 
:for ® C ~ .. I:f a E cl(A-( A+)), then 0 < a"'-~ l :for all. o( E ~ .. 
Thus we see that a e-A;( ®a) 9 with ®a = { o<EI: ; £ ~ ao<-' 1} .. 
Hence we have the disjoint union 
c1(A-(A+)) = U A;((~) 
@cl 
If' @cl:. , then by Theorem 8,.3 we have 
F = 
.. 
Di '!:,Q o( 
on A; ( ~ ) 9 and the functions F s, mo ..... are bounded on A; (@ ) ., 
It :follows that there exist M@ and mQ ~ 0 such that 
:for all a e A; ( ® ) .. Hence (ii) • 
Of course the above proof o:f the implication (i)=?(ii) is 
essentially the same as the proof of the analogous impl.ication 
in [ 3 9 Theorem 7.1 ] • We leave it to the reader to check 
that tpe same holds :for the implication (ii)~(i) .. 
A character ~ o:f AA is oall.ed the AA -character 0£ the 
JA- -spherical function F: G/H ~ E i:f 
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F(ax} = ~(a} F(x} 
From the uniqueness statement in Theorem J.5 we immediately 
obtain: 
Proposition 9.2. Let F be a ~ -finite jJ- -spherical 
function on G/H with the AA -character ~ • Then the expansion 
of' F in A - ( 6. +) has the f'orm 
F = 
where the restrictions of ~s .... , s E Sl: , to A A are equal to '2; , 
and where m E IN""-. 
We now come to results concerning LP·integrability. We 
could set up the theory for JJ- -spherical :functions with 
a unitary AA -cnaracter (see also [ 3 ]}. But because of' 
the decomposition ( 39) and the above proposition, we can 
as well assume that 
So let this be assumed f'rom now on. 
Given P E ~, we def'ine the positive character Sp of' A by 
8 P (a) = de t ( Ad (a) I ft ( P) ) {a e A). 
Thus, writing m( Cl( ) = dim OJo< f'or o<E b. , we have 
(a€ A) .. 
A f'unction :f on A with values in a normed linear space is 
said to vanish at infinity in A-(P) if' for every ~ > 0 there 
exists a O <E< 1 such that ll:r(a)M <l) f'or all a EA-(P) with 
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Theorem 9.3. Let F be a ~-:finite p.-spherical :function 
on G/H, let P E CJ' and let CV be a positive character of A. 
Then the :following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) :for every P-leading character J) of F we have 
I :>' J 
(ii) the :function Ct..>-lF vanishes at infinity in A-(P). 
Proof .. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
P = A+, and use the notations and results of Sections ),4,8. 
It is then easy to see how to transfer the proof of [ 3 t 
Theorem 7 .. 4 J to the present case, using 80+ 
the :function o defined there .. 
instead of 
Recalling Proposition 1.2, we define the :function () = <FG/H 
:from G into [o, oo) by 
er (k exp X exp Y) = II XII = [-B(x,ex)] t 
:for k EK, X E 'J>ll'l, Y 6 i>nia- .. Then <T is left K- and right 
H-inva:riant, and 
er (k a h) II log a ll 
:for k E K, a E A, h E H ( see also [ 2 ] ) .. 
Thec'.>rem 9 .. 4.. Let F be a 3 -:finite )Ao-spherical. :function 
on G/H and l.et 1 ~ p< 0c:> .. Then the :fol.lowing conditions are 
equiva1ent: 
( i) :for each P E <i> and every P-leading character v of 
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F, we have 
; 
(ii) :for every l 1 ~ O the :function (1 + <J ) F is LP -
integrable; 
(iii) F is LP-integrable .. 
Proo:f.. I:f o(E A , we 1et 
m _ ( o( ) = dim ( OJ~) .. 
Thus m( o< ) = m + ( o< ) + m ... ( o( ) .. Now let 
D(a) = TT Ja-o< ... ao<J m+(o<) 
ol..EA+ 
l -Ge o(I m_(o<> a + a .. 
(41) 
(42) 
Then by C 6, Theorem 2 .. 6 ] we can :fix normalizations of Haar 
measures dx on G/H and da on A, such that for fe L1 (G/H) we 
have 
J :r(x) dx = :f (kaH) D(a) dk da., 
G/H 
Therefore (1 + er )f. F is LP-integrable on G i:ff' :for each PE 5> 
we have 
(43) 
Consequentl.y it suf"f'ices to prove f'or a f'ixed P c:"J> the 
equivalence of' the following statements: 
(i) • every P-leading character v of' F sat.is:fies ( 4J. ) , 
(ii)' the estimate ( 43 ) holds :for all l. # o, 
(iii)' the estimate ( 4.3 ) hol.ds :for .e = o .. 
Moreover, it is immediate that ( 42 ) remains valid 
if' we replace A+ by P, so that we may restrict ourselves 
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to proving the equivalence o:f (i)'-(iii)' :for P = A+. 
Put B = OA+ , suppose (i)' and fix i.). o. In the notations 
·o:r Section 
.3 we have A =L .. We de:fine the element t E r£t- by 
to< = min { Re (so< ) ; s a A+ -leading character } , 
and the positive character (.;) : A-+ ill+ by L.l = ~ t.. From the 
remarks at th~ beginning o:f the proof o:f Theorem 9.1 it :follows 
that :for each .6+-leading character s we have 
and 
One easily checks that there exists a M1 ) 0 such that :for 
all a 6 cl(A""'( A+)) we have 
l + fllog a II ll.og cl(a)\ ) .. 
Therefore, applying Theorem 9 .. 1, we infer the existence o:f 
M2 ~ 0 and m~ 0 such that :for aE cl.(A ... (A +)) we have 
i (1 + JIJ.og all) llF(a)ll ~ M2 u(a) (1 + I log ~(a) I )m. 
Also, there exists a constant MJ~ 0 such that 
It :follows that :for some M .> 0 we have 
f c1(A~(L~ +)) ep P (.1 + !11.og all) llF(a}ll D (a) da 
M f - + f.a)(a)p (l. + I l.og o(a) I )mp cHa)-1da .. 
cl(A ( 6 ) ) 
The l.att~er integral is :finite because wP ~-1. ( ~ 1 .. 
A! 
The impl.ication (ii}'~(iii)' is obvious. For the remaining 
implication, suppose that (iii} 1 holdso Fix 0 < £ < 1 11 and 
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recal.l. the de:fini tion ( 40 ) o:f A; ( sb ) • There exists a constant 
O < C < l. such that 
D(a) .) c o(a) .. i., 
Combined with the estimate in (iii)' this implies that 
• 
It is now straightforward to check that the proo:f o:f the 
implication (ii)::i>(i) in [ .3, Theorem 7.5] applies here 
too, and gives us (i)'. 
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10. Schwartz :functions on G/H. 
In this section we assume that G = 0 G, so that AA ={1}. 
Given l' p < OC1 we de:fine the space \e P(G/H) as the space o:f 
functions f' E c00 (G/H) f'or which all the seminorms 
N. (f') 
r,u = 
( 1 + <r )r llL f' U 
u Lp(G/H) 
( r~ o, uE u(~) ) are oounded. By the classical Sobolev 
inequalities the space ~P(G/H), equipped with the topology 
induced by the above seminorms, is a Frechet space. We call 
t (G/H) = 'e 2 (G/H) the space of' rapidly decreasing, or 
Schwartz functions on G/H. In the group case our def'inition 
coincides with Harish-Chandra's definition of' Schwartz space 
(cf'. [18, p.348]). We leave it to the reader to check that by 
slightly modified proof's, we have the :following analogues of' 
[2, Lemmas 1.1, 1.2} • 
Lemma J.0.1. Let 1, p < oo .. Then C00 (G/H) is dense in 'eP(G/H) .. c 
Lemma 10 .. 2. Let l '- p ( oo .. Then the a.lgebra ID(G/H) maps 
eP(G/H) continuously into itself'. 
The main result of' this section is the :following 
generalization of' a well known result of' Harish-Chandra 
( cf'.. [ 9 , Lemma 4 3 ] ) .. 
Theorem 10.3. Let G be a group of' class 'l-l with G = 0 G, 
and let f' be a 3 -:finite and K-f'inite :function on G/H .. Fix 
1' p < oo .. Then f' bel.ongs to LP ( G/H) if' and only if' it belongs 
to e p(G/H)., 
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For the proof of this theorem we need some results 
which are of interest of their own. Let 1t and ~+be 
as in Proposition 4.1. One easily verifies that the follo-
wing result can be proved in the same fashion as Proposition 
4.1. Recall that we use the notation (15). 
Proposit.ion 10.4. Let Xe<E OJ: or Xo<e OJ~ 
Then there exist £1 , f 2 E Jt+ such that 
ex"" = 
Proposition 10.5. 
many f'. € ~ ' l. X.Eu({:), l. 
such that f'or all at:A -
D = L. 
1 ~ i' I 
+ ex ) 
o\ + 
Let D f U ( OJ ) • 
H.EU(Ol. }, 
l. pq 
we have 
-1 
f'i(a) Ya i 
Then there 
Y1 E U('?) 
Hi Xi • 
• 
exist finitely 
(1, i$I}, 
The proof goes by induction on deg(D), in the same 
fashion as the proof' of' Lemma 4.2. Here one has to use the 
decomposition 
instead of' (25), and Proposition 10.4 instead of' Proposition 
Lemma l.0.6., Let .F' be a ,3 ... finite }'-spherical .function 
G/H -+ E, and let u 6 U (, ) .. Then there exists a ;a -finite 
...,, 
spherical function F on G/H with values in a finite 
•· 
..., 
dimensional vector space E such that the following conditions 
e:i.rt: t·ulf'illed .. 
( j_J There exists a ~ e Homc(E,E) such that LuF = t °F. 
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{ii) For each P E «9 and every P-leading exponent -t 
-of' F there exists a P-leading exponent t o:f F with 
.,.., 
t € t + iNP,. 
-Remark. Observe that t t: t + INP implies 
Proo:f. Let U be the :finite dimensional linear subspace 
of' u{ OJ ) spanned by the elements Ad{k}u, k EK. Let 1:' denote 
the adjoint representat~on of' K restricted to u, and let r~ 
be the contragredient representation o:f K in u« • Fix a 
basis { u.; l.~j' J j o:f U and let {u~ \ be the dual basis 
J J 
o:f u• .. Finally, put E = U~® E and de:fine F: G/H _.,. E by: 
F'(x) = "' u.®L F(x). J uj (44) 
-Then the annihilator o:f F in 3 annihilates F too, so that 
,..., -F is 3 -:finite,, Moreover, one easil.y checks that F is r 40®)4--
spherical .. Since (i) is evident, it remains to prove {ii),. 
Without loss o:f generality we may assume that P = 6. +,. 
By the results o:f Section J, F has a unique series expansion 
F = (45) 
s,m 
which converges absolutel.y on A -( A+) .. Here c tf: E, s ~ ©'£, 
s,m 
m € lN"r (reca.11 that A=~ ) ., We call s E ©'£ an exponent o-f' 
, .... if c 'f. O :for some m E Nl: , and denote the set of' exponents 
s,m 
by )! {F) .. Being 3 -finite and spherical, F also has a unique 
absolutely converging series expansion 
,. 
{46) 
j,s,m 
On A- ( A +) .. Here d j E E" 41:! "''C. e _ _z::. 1 ;j ,, J Cle 1 LJ s ' m ' s "'" ., ' m .. IN - - ' :::i: ~ " ar Y 
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~ (i) = 
where ~ . (i) i.s the I: such that dj f. 0 :for set of' s E C J s,m 
some m" rN!: .. .F'rom (44) and {46) it is immediate that 
L F = L. dj As logm )\ (47) 
uj s,m -s,m 
on A .. (A+), f'or each l' .j,J., Now f'ix j. Then by Proposition 
10.,5 there exist :r.E:R., xieu(-l), HiEU{Ol. ) (l'-i'I), 
1 pq 
such that 
L. 
l ~ i' I f'.(a) H.X E 1 1 :l 
for all a EA ... ( 6. +) .. Since F is right H ... invariant it now 
:follows that 
i 
f'or all a E A"" ( A+) ,. From the de:fini tion of' :R. 
:follows that there exist holomorphic :functions 
it easily 
£ f 1 : D -+ C such 
Moreover, via X, the dif'f'erential 
-
operators Hi correspond to polynomials in the di:f:ferential 
operators zoeo/ozot (o<e!:) on <r,r. Since the expansion (45) 
arises f'rom power series expansions in (z~), it now :follows that 
we may :find an absolutely converging series expansion f'or 
L(uj)F on_A'""( A+) by formally appl.ying the expansion £or the 
di:f:ferential operator I:' i V:to ~f(X~) L(H1 ) to the 
expansion (45) :for F., By uniqueness this must give the 
expansion (4.7) .. Finally, taking the f'ormula 
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~ ( s m ) s m s m-~ 
· z_, z .log z 1 1 '"'oc "" ~ = sill( z og z + m« z og z 
o Zoe 
(t< E ~ ) into account (see also (28)), we infer that 
~ .(F)<: 't(F) + lNI.: •Hence 1€(F)C t(F) + lN.6.+ and (ii) 
J 
follows f'rom the definition of' leading exponent. 
Proof' of' Theorem 10.J. Fix rEIN, uE:U(OJ)• We must show 
that 
Lp(G/H). 
Let F be the p -spherical. f'unction Y(f'): G/H-:,. E def'ined 
as in (12). Then obviously FE LP(G/H 9 E) .. There exists a ~ € E-tt-
such that f' = ~ • F .. Hence L f' == go L F and it suf'f'ices to 
u u 
show that 
,., *" Now sel.ect F: G --; U ® E as in Proposition 10 .. 6. Tnen :for some 
,., 
M;)}O we have liLuF(x)N 'MUF(x)H (xEG/H) .. There:fore it 
suf'f'ices to show that 
Now this follows immediately :fro.m Theorem 9 .. 4 and Lemma 10.6 .. 
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Appendix. 
In this appendix we prove a refinement of' [), Lemma 
A.1.7] , which is crucial :for the extension of' the functions 
Fr over certain walls (see Section 7). 
s,m 
Let k, n be f'ixed integers with 1 ~ k 4 n, and let X be 
n 
some connected open subset of' C , containing o. Thus, f'or 
f ) 0 su:ff'iciently small, X contains 
where D( f ) == { z E C; I z t < E } • Let D ~ ( E ) == D ( f: ) ' l 0 )" , and 
put 
.. ,fr 
then X t and X are connected. Fix a point x 0 € 
(O, E)k >CD(£ )n-k. The inclusion X~ c x'*' naturally induces 
a homomorphism between the homotopy groups 
(48) 
,...,~ - ........ Let p: X - X be a universal covering and :fix x0 ~ X such that 
p(x0 ) = x0 • Then (48) is an isomorphism i:f and only if' the 
set p-1 (x~ ) is simply connected. From now on we assume this 
to be the case, and so 
* is a universal covering space o:f XE • 
I:f Z is a connected complex analytic mani:fold and W a 
:finite dimensional complex linear space, we let <"(Z,W) denote 
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-the space of' hol.omorphic :functions Z --+ W. Let 7t: : Z - Z be 
_a universal covering o:f z. Then elements o:f <!r(z,w) will also 
be called mul.tivalued W-valued holomorphic f'unctions on z. 
I:f T is a covering trans:formation o:f Z, we def'ine the endo-
morphism T"' of' er (Z' w) by 
= 
-1 f' o T • 
This being said, let us return to the set x. 
I:f 1 ~ j ~ k, then the multivalued logarithmic :function 
1.og - 4'c z. on XE is def'ined to be the holomorphic function 
J 
-* X E -t' ~ with 
0
Lj ( w) 
= p(w) j 
L.(x) E IR. 
J 0 
The functions log z. extend holomorphically to the simply 
J 
""'*' - k _ _k 
connected manifold X .. If' s c <l: , m E IN"--, we define the multi ... 
s m * val.ued holomorphic :functions z and 1.og z on X by: 
s 
z = 
m log z = 
After these introductory remarks we can :formulate the 
k 
result o:f this appendix .. Two elements s, t f C are called 
integral.ly equivalent if' t-s e zk .. 
Lemma A.1. Let X be a connected open subset of' en, 
containing x, = D(E)n, and assume that the natural homo-
morphism :from rr 1 (x:) into -rr 1 (x*) is an isomorphism. 
(49) 
(50) 
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Moreover, let U be a connected open subset of' X intersecting 
{ } n-k 
. 0 x ~ • Suppose that is a multivalued holomorphic 
function on X~ with values in a finite dimensional complex 
linear space W, and assume that there exist 
( i) a finite set S o:f integra1ly inequivalent elements 
o:f ck , 
(ii) f'or each s ES a finite set of' holomorphic functions 
x : ~ s,m 
Then: 
k: 
U ~ W ( m E IN ) , such that 
L 
s,m 
( 11' o p) zs logmz 
:t" s,m 
the functions t extend ho1omorphically to X, 
s,m 
(a) 
(b) * the above formula holds on the whole of' X 9 and it 
determines the m uniquely. 
s,m 
Before giving the proof', we make some preliminary obser-
vations .. 
* Let x 0 E Xc be a base point as above, and let 'l j be the 
* element o:f lT1 (x£ , x 0 ) corresponding to the loop in the 
complex l.ine ~ z E <.en; zr = (x0 ) r if' r1'j} going once in the 
counter clockwise direction around z j = 0 (l '- j' k). Then 
"'* ..... We let T j: XE-+ X£ denote the covering trans:formation 
corresponding to 0 .. Because of' the assumption on X, T. extends J J 
"""* holomorphically to a covering transformation of' X • Now on 
""* X£ we have 
l.og z 
r (51) 
--
:for 1,j,r,k .. By analytic continuation, the same holds on X .. 
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In the :following we shall use the multi-index notations 
1 ml = ml + • • • + °1ic 
' 
m~ = 
' 
~! ml. • • • 
' 
r.Sm i:ff' m-rE 1Nk, 
st = sltl + • • • + sktk • 
£or m,r E ~, k ·S, t € C ,. Also i.£ 1 ~ j ' k, we put 
From (51) and the def'initions (49) and (50) we inf'er that 
X
,.,. h 
on we ave: 
s r 
modu1o terms involving z log z, r ~ m .. 2e j., Consequently 
k i"f: r,mEIN, r~m. 
Proo:f o:f Lemma A.l. Following the proo:f o:f [3, 
Lemma A.1.7] , we use induction on the cardinality ISI of s, 
which we call the :first level induction. To make the step from 
ISI = p-1 to ISI = p we use induction on the number o:f elements 
of the set 
M(S) 
This second level induction starts from IM(s)l = 0 in which 
c~se tne lemma is trivial. We thus avoid the argument in [3], 
where the case ISI = 1, fM(S)l = 1 is dealt with by a 
s m m "'lit division by z log z; in our case log z may have zeros on X • 
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Let !SI = 1, tM(S)l = q~l and suppose that the lemma 
has been proved already :for ISD = 1, 0 '- M(S) < q .. Put 
s = {s}, let 
M(s) = t F o} , 
s,m 
and :fix an element m o:f M(s) which is maximal :for ' • Then 
by (5'J) we have 
on p'""1 (u) .. Hence Q? is uniquely determined onU, and 
s,m 
~ o p extends holomorphically to S?" • By the assumptions s,m 
on x and u' the natural map rrl. (u I'\ x *) .__,... 1T1 (x*) is sur-
jective, so that p-1 (u) is connected. There:fore, f extends 
s,m 
as a single valued holomorphic map :from U to U u Xtc.. By 
['J, Lemma A.1 .. s], the map 4? extends holomorphically to 
s,m 
x. Applying the second level induction hypothesis to 
we obtain the assertion for IS! = 1, IM(S)\ = q,. 
Next, let ISI = p~2, IM(S)I = q~l and suppose the 
assertion to be proved for ISI < p, and :for lSI = p, lM(S)I< q .. 
Fix distinct elements ~, t' c s .. Then <1° j- r j E 2 9 :for some 
1' j ~ k,. By (51) there exists a rE IN such that 
where vf is a linear combination o:f the 
s,m 
s m 
z .log z, 
i , n ~ lNk .. We 
s,n 
may assume that M(a-) F ~ since otherwise we could reduce 
to the case IS1 = p-1 at once. Let m0 be maximal with respect 
.. 74 -
to ~ in M( '$' ) • Then f'rom (52) it is immediate that 
= • 
By the f'irst level induction hypothesis is unique 
and extends holomorphically to X, and a f'orteriori the same 
holds f'or ~ (1' • Application of' the second level induction 
•Dlo 
hypothesis to .the f'u.nction 
( ~a- m .. p) 
' 0 
<:I" m 
z l.og 0 z 
now completes the proof'. 
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